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In the original derivation of appendixes A and B, the load
factor n was inappropriately included in the defina~~f_~J: -..-:.-::e~=~o ~ ~ c

~e-s shoulti%=-”fi6%%~”’” ‘-— ..—

Page 4, change
to

Pages 15 to 24,

Page 20 equation

Page 20 equation

Page 20 equation

T aerodynamic time [(Pvsw/4dT aerodynamic time [(PV%/m) t]

change w to V.

B5 first line, change ~tin to ~’

B5 third line, delete ~

.

B5 fourth ltie, delete n.

--

Page 20 sixth line, change b= 2 Jl@ to bl =-

— . ..-

Figure 4, change nV to K.

The section “Design Charts” should be interpreted
the implications of the above changes. ~ particular,
made between w and v ere no longer pertinent.

b accordmce wfth
the distinctions

!fACA-LWIq -2-14-61- ~
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f3uMMARY

reporte have ind.icdmd that it Is possible to develop
which my cause critical vertical+ail loads in abrupt ,
from accelerated flight, but the reliability of methods

for predicting these sideslip angles ha= n% beer.demonstrated. b thim
report exyessions for calculating the side~~i~ angles in these maneuvers
are derived frcm theoretical considerations, and numerical solutionsare
obtained,for a wjde enough r-e of variables to permit construction of
design chsxts. Comparison of thcimaximum sldesklp angles obtained from
the design charts and from flight tests with those obtained using a
greatly simplified expression indicates sufficiently close qgeem6nt to
warrant use of the simplified,expression for first approximations in pre-
dicting sidesliy emgles end vertical-ail lQ~s occurring in rolling pu~~-
out maneuvers for conventional ailerons. An approximate method for treat-
ing casesof rionlineardirectio~l~tability characteristics ts presented
which gives reasonably good results. The ve~tical-tail loads measured cm
oneairplane in rolling pdI-ou~meuvers ~~esponded closely with those
calculated by the simplest ~th~s when t~ actual sideslip angles attain.od
were applied.

INTRODUCTDN

—
—

.“

,.

.

Recently attention has bqen &&ected to the rolling pull-out maneuver
as a conQition in whioh crtical loads might be developed on the vertical
tail through the attainment of large sideslfp angles (reference 1). Sub-
seqwnt flight tests have verified the fact that the vertical-tail loads
in roll.i~ pull--outmaneuvers may exceed detifgnloads %ased on other
maneuvers. To indicate the order of magni@de of these loads a~roximate
expressions were presented in reference 1 fpr est~ti~ the maxi.mutnside- ~.
slip angles and maximum vertical-tail loads developed in this maneuver;
it was indicated in reference 1, however,that flight values might exceed
the values computed by these appro~,~te expressions. Comparison of the
sideslip angles determined in flight with those computed using the

..

“.

.
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approximate expression of reference 1 verified that the approximate ex-
.

pression underesthates the sidesllp angles de~eloped, in most cases
hy a factor of the order of 2. This rem~lt indicated that the usefulness .
of the approximate expression of reference 1 is lim$ted to the purpose
of that report; that k, to demonstrate the importance of the roll%
pull+ut maneuver.

To provid,einformationbetter suited to design purposee a more cam-
plete analysie has been made of the roUing-@l out maneuver. In the
analysis a simplified expression suitable for preliminary dealgn is
developed.for predicting the sideslip angle resulting from the rolling
@l-out maneuver. Desi~ charts which may be utilized for more precise
computations aro presented, and the effeots of such fmtom as nonlinear
directional-stabilitycharacteristics are discussed. Flight d.ati8r0
presented and ccmpared with the am.aly+Acalremzlts.

The determination of vertical--tailloads in rolljng pull-out menouverQ
resolves itself essentially into the determination of the sideslip angles
developed. This is demonstratodby the agreement shownIn figuro 1 be-
tween vertical-tail loads determined in fllght and tho8e computed by the
elmplest methotisusing measured values of sideslip angle, with no regaxd
for sidewash effects, differences in the -C pressure at the tai.l-
from free+tream dynamic pressure, or possible yawing velocities. For
this reason the present report is devoted exclusively to the determination

.

of the sldeslip angles developed in rolli~ pull-outs.
,

SYMBOLS

A

a

b

bw

$

IX

z~

la

.

The following synibohare used throughout this re~ort:

aspect ratio (bw2/Sw)

real part of complex root

ims@narypart of complex root

wing span, feet

acceleration due to gravtty, 32,2 feet per second per second

moment of inertia of airplane about XIs, slug-feet square

?nomentof inertia of airplane about Z-axis, slug-feet square

kIX/mbw2

. .

●
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*

.

hIZ/mbw2

radius of ~ation about X-axis, feet

radius of gyration about Zwi13, feet

load on vertical tail, pounds

tail length, feet

mass of airplane, slugs

normal Wceleration divided by

rate of roll, radiem.sper unit

m.
“

acceleration of gravity

aerodynamictime

rate of roll, radians per second

free-ta?esm &yna?nicpressure, pounds per square foot
(*W )

-O pressure at tail, pounds per square foot
,

P

rate of yaw, radh.nsyer

rate of yaw, radians per

wing area, scpare feet

Uiiit aerodynamic

second

time.

.
r

Sw

St

s

vertical-tail area, square feet

operational parametar

time, secondst

veloctty of airplane along flight path, feet per sscond
..—

component of,flight velocity along Y-axis, feet per second

weight of airplane, pounds

v

w

angle of sideslip (positive when right wing Is forward), radians

angle of sideslip, degrees ..

br

e

rudder deflection, degrees
,-

sngle between horizontal plane and relative wind, radians
-;

.

.

.-
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dEwing factor (used in e~t)

wing taper ratio
(

tip chord

root chord)

relative density coefficient (m/PSwbw)

air density, slugs per cubic foot

aerodynamic time E(P~w[*)tl

relative rudder effectiveness [ (Z3CN,,%) ( +qjl

EL@e of bank, radians

angle of yaw, radia.m

moment about X-axis, foot~ounds

moment about Zaxis, foot-pounds

normal force on vertical tail, pounds

force alo~ Y-axis, pounds

vertical tail normal force coefficient (Nt/q.@t)

slope of curve of vertical-tall normal-force coefficient
against angle of attack, Ter degxee

lift coefficient (nW/qSW)

lateral force coefficient (Y/@w)

rolling=oment coefficient ‘(L/@wbw)

increment of rollin@mment coef’fioientdue to
deflection’

yawhg-matnent coefficlent (N/qS##

lateral~onicrol

increment of yawing moment coefficient due to lateral~ontiol
deflection

.

.
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Cnp

● cz~

Cnr

cZ*

& Z/a(rbw/2V)

*n/b (rbV]2V)

a% /a(pbw/2v)

(@v/@cyp

(q%+bw/m’)c Zp

(@wb#J@cnB

(qswbw/mkz2)(bw/2v)c%

5

—.(@#+kz2 ) (bw/2V)C%

(qS,J+.+kX’)(bw/=)C Zp

(qs@w/?drf)(bw/2v)czr

psramebrs used in computing ~o=- for nonljmear curves

of Cn against B

THEORETEAL ANALYSIS ..

For @e purposes of the theoretical analysis the rolling pull+U*
maneuver”is.considered to consist of sn abrupt aileron deflection in
accelerated fllght, the.rudder being held fixed. The normal accelera-
tion snd the aileron deflection ere considered constant %hrougl-outthe
maneuwr, and the angle e between the horizontal plane smd the rel-
ative wind is considered small enough so that C06e can be set equal to
unity. These assumptions are conservative k that they will result in
computed sideslip angles larger than those that would be-obtained in
actual flight msneuvers where a finite the is re@ired. to retih maxiny.m

. normal ~cceleration or maximwa aileron deflection or where the normal
aoceler~tion is -steady or where the angle e is large. The @ffect of

— -.

.

--.—

.

differences in f3 on the magnitude of ~e maximum com~uted angle OY 6id&
. slip will be small, but the effect of unsteady normal acceleration may be

Ierger, though still conservative.
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In the analysis the parameter (~Z/Czg)(CL/CnpO) is substituted
.

for the parameter (pb/2V)(CrJ/Cnpo)used in reference 1. .

The equations and methods u~ed in the theoretical armlysis are
given in detail in ap~ndixes A, B, and C. Ap~endix A gives the equa-
tions for which numerical solutions are obtained h order to develop
dosi~ charts. In appendix B a simplified expression is obtained for
calculating the maximum sideslip angle developed in rolling pull-cute.
Appendix C describes an aypro~~tion made for the gravity componont of
force on the airplane which petite its inclusion in the equatime of
motion as a linear fautor.

The theoretical analysis presented in detail.in appendix A and
appendix B leads to the results plotted in figure 2 from which the
following simplified expression for the msxtium sideslip angle devel-
o~ed in rolling pull-out maneuvers is deduced:

13°m=”
= 1/4 (1)

(~2/~ 2P)(cL/cnpo)
.

.
In the derivation of this expression the value of Cnn was assumed

as CL/16. This valueIs a%out the mean of the values of ‘cL/18 and
C~14 which would be deduced for aspect ratios of 6 and 10 and a taper
ratio of 0.5 tiom reference 2. The relative insensitivity of this value
to chsmges fnboth aspect ratio and taper ratio wZthin current design
limits is noteworthy, The values of CZP pre~ented in ref=e~e 2

are based on Ziftlng-line theory; refinements to theoe values based on
lifting-surface theory are @hewn in reference 4.

In the development of equation (l), it was also assumed that the
adverse yawing~ment coefficient of the ailerons was given by

. .

Lcn = (LWZ/Cip)(CL/16)

This is the theoretical.value for a Wing of aspect ratio 8 and taper
ratio 0.5 havtng ailerons extending over the outer 50 percent of tho span,
as obtained by coniblni~ data in references ?2and 3. Thesereferences
may also be used to determine values of ACn for other wing-aileron

.

configurations.
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.
In reference 3 only the induced yawing moment due to the afleron~

Is considered. For large atleron deflections or for unconventional.
. ailerons the profile drag effect may also be imycrtant, An expsnded

form bf equation (1) whichmsy @ used.to account for small diff6@nceS
in &n from that aesumed for eqyation (1) is givenby equation (2).

For rea~ons discussed in more detail liter, the validity of e uation (2)
decroasee es the value of &n departs from (lN2Z/CZQ)(CL/36!. -

The sum of the values of C~ and &n uced in deriving equatlcn
(1.)is equal to that used in deriving the equivalent expres~ion iven in
reference 1. ?The value of the constant 1/4 given in equation 1.)is,
however, twice that obtained in referenco 1, which indicates that the
derivation of reference 1 which is based on static conditions is over-
simplified.

.

In the next section of this report, Design (Marts, the results of
a more exact analysis indicate that equations (1) end (2], while 6E%ie-.
factory for the preliminary design of airplanes with conventiotil arrange-
ments, may be greatly in error for airplanes with ~onventional latoral-
control devices such as spoilers.

Design Charts’ ——- ____ .-. _

In order to provide data suitable for design purposes, and to show
by comperieon the ap~licability of equatdons (1) end (2), a numerical
analysis was tide in which the maximum sideslip angle developed,for
each of several combinations of veriables was detcnmined. Th& equations
of &ppeVdix A used for the analysis involve only minor assumptions end
these are such-m-to””r6”sultin Slightly lewger compu%ed sngles of side+
slip than wotid actually be obtained.

The range of veriablos considered covers the lhits of conventional
design practice. The analysis was made for the conditions of the V-n
diagrsm shown in figure 3. Calculations were made for the curve of
CL = 0.9 (curve A+ in fig. 3) and at a high-epee& point for n_= 8

.-

.
(point c in fig. 3). Results obtained frcnnthis analysis are considered
equally applicable to the region within the boundary shown in figure 3.
Compressibility effects me not considered in the analysis..

.
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Along the normal acceleration--velocitycurve, values of w of
30, ’75,and 120 were considered for a OL of 0.9 and of’120 for a CL

of 0.35. The value of p for an atrplane with a wing load% of 40
pounds per squa~ foot and a span of 40 feet at sea level Is about 13.
Variations in the other pemmetors such as,vertical+il size, dihetial
effect, moment of imrtia about the airplz X- ~ ~sj ~ w@3
aspect ratio and taper ratio WOi”O considered either individually or in
mmblnatim where it appeared advi.sabie. The ccunbinationsof parsmetars
used in these ccmputatione are given in table I. Since the analysis
was cmn?ied out on a dimensionless basis, the velocity end normal accel-
eration for any yaxticulax airplane configuration may be calculated from
the expression

yer second

h-d

rV = 8.02 n.@w feet

~

n= 32.2 ‘%
(w/sw)

where the oscillations were divergent the maximum value of the
angle was considered to be that attained in the first peak.

results of the numerical analysis arg presented in figures 4
a form that permits easy interpolationfor d.eslgnpurposes.

In cases
sidesliy

The
and5in
The curves of figure k cover the part of the V-n diegram which is
limited by maximum lift coefficient (curve A+ of fi6. 3). ln figure
4(R) the variation of p“~~ ~* (~t/CZp)(CL/CnpO) is presentid
for VWiOUS values of Cn@o, ACn, and w for a ~1~ of C3p0 =

-0.001.0; carrespondlng data for a value of Czpo =0 sreshcwnti
figure h(b).

.

.

Similar curves for very high speeds and high normal acceleration
(goint C of fig. 3) are ehown infi Ure !5.

t)
I?orpurposes of ccz.uparlson,

8 ~ as calculated from equatton 2 ~~ ~n Bet eq~l to

(~ 2/CZu)(CL/16) is shown on all the curves. AZ80 the results of

apylyi& equation (2) to the case of ACn = O is indicated In figure
4 foacomparison with the corresponding curves obtained from the numerical
sJla4sis. .

The curvesof figure 4 indicate that far preliminam estimates of
sideslip angles and correspondiryjvertical-tail Ioade thi use of equation .
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(2) for values of &n around

is satisfactory, the percentage

9

(MZ/CZp) (CL/16), that is, equation (1),

error being for most practical configu-
rations of a relatively 10V megnitude and the direction of the error
being conservative except for arremgements having low dihedral effect
and low directional stability. The deviations in the latter case are
greatest for the lowest values of w where, from the standpoint of
vertical-tail loadsj the importance of the deviations would be less,
since low values of W represent low values of normal acceleration and
hence of CL which correspond ti low values of P.

The agreement shown in fi
Y

e h between the desi~ charts and the
curve representing equation (2 with 2J2n= O is poorer than the egree-
ment shon with &n = (Cz/C2p)(CL/16). This poorer agreement results
from the fact that equation (2) neglects a phase relationship that
exists between the effects oi’ &n ~d Cnp. This phase relationship
is properly accounted for only where &n = (C2/CZp)(CL/16) es in
equation (1), so that equation (2) becomes less valid as It departs

. from equation (l). The varying discrepancies indicated in figure 4
b,etweenthe results of the numerical enalysis sad of the application
of equations (1) end (2) may be used as an tidicatton of the dis-
crepancies that will arise from the use in equation 12) of other values
Of ACn..

Results of applying the nupsrtcal analysis to high values of w
and low values of CL which together correspond to high speeds and
high accelerations are shown in figure ~ end indicate that for this
condition the use of equation (1) 3.sdecided~y conservative for all
compigurations. This condition is not considered too impor=t as re-
gards vertical-tail loads because the msximm amount of aileron contiol
is generally not applied at the highest speeds, with the result that the
loads =e not critical at the highest speeds. These curves are included,
however, as an indicationof the range of applicability of equation (1).

The effects of independent charges in several other variables that
were considered in the analysis are indicated in figure 6. The results
in figure 6(a) indicate that, for the c-es in confirmation assumed,
the differences me of secondary order. Fi~e 6(b) shows that the
rate of movement of the aileron contro~ wtthin the limits indicated has
only a small effect on the maximum sideslip angles attained.

Discussion of Nonlinesr Characteristics

The preceding enalysis has been carried out assuming linear varia-.
tions of Cn with P* for all conf@rations.. fi yractice, however,
these curves as well as those foi?otier stibility coefficients are
frequently nonlJnear,. Accordingly, an analysis was made to develop
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methods for M&a nonlinear ~i~tiorM d Cn With P“ that mxil.d

permit use of the simplified equations (1) and (2) or the design chm?ts
of figure 4. For this yurpose numerical calculations were made of the
maximum sideslip angles developed In rolling pull-outs, using the equa-
tions of appendix A, but modified by using’appropriate”initial conditions,
and-fro simplicity, by using the angle of bank p tnetead of the approxi-
mation of appendix C. For the calculations Cnpo was assumed nonlinewr,
Cnr and CyPO were assumed h vary consistently with cn~oj and 811

other parameters of the airplane remained constant. The various curves al?
Cp- against Do covered by the calculations are belleved to encompass
roughly the variations usually encountered in practi-. Th8 variations
assumed are Bhown in figure 7 together with the results of the calculatims
presented as values of maxi.rm.qsidesll.ipe.ngJ.eattatied for various applied
rolling-moment coefficients Nt. The permmter ACz WaS used instead ~

(~ z/Czp)(CL/Cnpo), in the abscis~a of figure 7 becaueo for the nonlinear

case no single value of c~po could IogicaIly be used in the Iat@r term

The curvesof figure 7 indicate that for the cases considered the
variations of Bom with ACz are consistent and may be predicted by
the following purely empirical method:

1. Denote b~ (Cnpo)z the slope of the curves of Cn egalnst Po . “
through J3= O, by (Cnpo)a’ the slope of tho curve of Cn

agalnet 13° at values of J3° beyond the break In the curve .

and by P* the sideslip angle at whtc$ the brew in the curve
of en against $0 occurs.

2. Asaumlng eaoh of the slopes (CnpO)~ and (Cnpo)~ to exist
separately through j3= O, compute the curves of /3°~
w~t (@Ctp)(CL/%po) from the design charts.

3. Throwh P = O draw the curve of 13°x against dL2~ corre-
sponding to (Cn~O)l. A%uow thiglcurve as line A.

r-

draw the curve of 13°X sgainst ACZ coxreepondlng to
(CnpO)~* IkEote this rjurveas I.j.&TI. “

me final.curve is composed then of linti.A fr~ ~ = O to tjhefIP
tersection of ~inesA end B, and of J.ine3 frcm the intersection on to
higher values of 13°. The curves computed from this method for curves II,
IV, and V exe showm in fig- 7 for capaxison with those computed by MO

.
.

numerical malysis. A reasonable fairing of the intersoctlon of I.inosA
.—

and E may be applied for greater accuracy.
.
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.
This analysis was made only for curves of C!n against 13° which

could be approximated bj two strai~ht lines. For cases in which this is
not sufficient, or for ca~es in which extreme accuracy is desired, solu-.
ti.onsmsy be obtainedby use of a differential enalyzer or by a step-by-
step integration as in reference 5. , - - ___

The generality of the method presented and conclusions i@icated by

1 the curves of figure 7 is not, of course, established by the few cases
considered. The results do offer promise that with further analysis the
conclusions wi~ be-verified or other rational simplifioatione till be-..
developed. Tn aasessing ~e ti-hltiof the methods given here it is of
interest to note that it gave good agreement with the maximum sideslfp
amgles computed for the airplane of reference 5 by step-y-step methods.

-—____

I?LIGHT-TESCRESULW

Flight data which may be compared with the theoretical resul.t$pre-
viously discussed hems been obtained on two airplle.nes,one of which was
flown with two different vertical-tail confi@ations. Views of the a-
planes tested qre shown in fQure 3. A t~ical tim6 history of a roll

.“ out of a steady turn is given in figure 9. It willbe noted in figure 9
that the maximum value of the vertical--tailload occurs at the time of
maximmn sideslip. For airplane 1, linesflight data obtained in aileron

. rolls were ,used,and for airpl~e 2 at configurations 1 and 2, Iangley
flight data on rolllng pu-outs were usedq For airpl~ 3, the~ew
vers were not made steadily enough to permit correlation with thq dOsign
charts or with equation (1)~ the normal acceleration for most runs bei~
less steady than the time history shown in figure 9.

Ccqmrison of Flight end Theoretical Data
.._.—_

For the airplanes for which flight data were available, there were
insufficient data to permit accurate estimation of Czp or of Cq so

that correlation could not ~ustifiably be made with the design cherts ..—

presented in the preceding sections of this report. AS en indication of
the applicabili~ of eqmtion (l), however, the value”of CnP was estf-
mated %y”the method shown in table 11. The resulting sidesliq angles are
compared with values obtained in fl~ht tests in fi,gme 10. As a matter
of interest the values of sideslip sngle ccxquted from the ap&oxhMite
expression of reference 1, that is, -— -.—

CL (pbw/2V) ‘-
PO=_ (3)

8 (?@3@’)
.
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em also shown in figure 10. For sfmPUCZ@ W
denoted by A130 iqused in figure 10 instead of
angle of j3°.

For airplane 1,
and equation (1) and
‘(Seefig. 10.]

I!UCA~ NO. 3.3.22

.
chan~e in eidesltp angle
the absolute sideslip

.

excellent agreement is Indicated between fliRht data
correspondinglyToor agreement for equation (3).

For airplane 2 with configuration 1 the comparison indicates reason-
ably good

T
eemmt between flight values of p and values ccmputed from

equation (1 .

For airplane 2 with con!?iguratioti2, the ~reement betwon flight
data and equat$pn (1) is less favorable.

Although the data for airplane 3 were not steady eno~h to permit
their inclusion in the correlation, it is of interest that when the
maximum accelerations were used in the computations the values of side-
slip angle were consistently larger than those obtained In flight.

There are several factors entering into the foregoing comparison
. .

that would explain, at least partially, the disagreements noted and wh~ch
should be considered in the interpretation of all the ccunparl.sons.These
factors, it will be noted, are essentially defects in the basic data and
hence represent limitations in the a -plicattonto these airplanes of’the

7desi~ charts as well as equation (1 . One of these factors is the value .

Of Cnp used in the approximate expression. The method used for deter-
mining this value in the present case, noted in tablo 11, involves tie
esthation of the values of ~Nt/~ and Tr fram a knowledge of
geometric properties of the airplane and of the value of dBr/dP as deter-

mined from steady s~deslips. The methods used for estimating the values
of acNt/ikt and Tr are based on wtnd-tunnel data preference 6) and
remain to be verified by flight tests. For airplanes that are already
flying, a preferable method of determining Cnp frcm flight tests is
indicated in reference 7.

In addition, the methods do not attempt to take tnta account ration-
ally the possible nonlinearity of the curves of Cn against B which
are frequently found in ~ractiue. This fac’tiris dlscuseed at length in
a preceding section of this report. In this connection it is significant
that the CUZ’VeS Of & VersUS P in steady sideslip were less linear
for configuration 2 than for configuration Lof airplane 2, and the
agreement between flight and computed values of sideslip angle was not
so good for configuration 2 au for confi@lraliion1.
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.
. A third source of’error reeults from the use of the term

(~L/CZp) (CL/16) for the adverse yawhg-moment coefficient of the ailer-
. Ons. Aside from the small differences arising from differences in wing

and ailerm configurations from that assumed, the theoretical analysis
from which this value was obtained ’(reference2 combined with reforonce 3)
accounts only for the itiuced drag and no% for ‘theprofile drag due to
aileron deflection’which may in some cases be of signtficaut value,. .

.,

Vertical-Tail IOads

For airplane 3, the flight d“atawere obtained at the Ames ~boratory
from simultaneous rudder=fixed pull-ups and rolls and from-abrupt rudder-
fixed rolls from steady accelerated turns. Both maneuvers were basically
a sudden application of ailerons in accelerate flight and no differenti~
tion is.made between the data for the two maneuvers.

The maximum loads on the vertical tail as otitzd.nedfrom pressure-
distribut~.onmeawrements taken while performing these tietitiersem com-
pared in figure 1 with those calculated using the expression

The values of B“ and qt used in the expression were flight values
corresponding to the the at which the loads were obtained, and no allow-
ance was made for the effects of sidewaah as discussed in reference 8,
and qt was assumed equal to a. Howeyer, the data were correc+ad for
the load changes resulting from smaIl inadvertent movements of the rudder.
At the time of maximum sideslip angle the tail loads computed in this
nm.nnergave good egreement with the measured loads; at other times in the
runs as indicated in the the history of figure 9, effects of yawing ve-
locity, and so forth, would have to be included to obtain correlation.
The scatter indicated In figure 1 is pm?tly accounted for by the accuracy
with which the loads are detemnlned (error estimated to be 5 to 1.5percent,
depending on the absolute magnitude of the load). It appears, therefore,
that equation (’})is adequate for estimating vertical-tail loads when the
correct sideslip engles sxe applied.

CONCLUSIONS

From a theoretical analysis of the motions of an aimlane in a ruddem-
fixed, rolling pull-out msneuver and from ccqarison
analysis with flight data the following results have

of tim resulti of the
been obtained:

.-



From numerical solutions to the theoretical equations des@n
. .

1.
charts were developed for predicting the aideslip ~le~ in rolll~ Pull- .
outs for a wide rangs of variables. .

,
2. A simplified expression for computing the maximum sideellp angles

in rolling pull-outs was derived. The maximum sid.eslipangles computed by ‘
this expression were sufficiently close to those obtained from fl$ght lxmts .
and from the design charts to warrant use of the expression for preMnt-
nary estimates of the maximum eideslip angles and hence the maximum
vertical-tail loada.

3* An approximate method wat?.developed for treatfng cases of non-
linear directional-stabilitycharacteristics. From a limited comparison
with results obtained frozna numerical analysfs of the theoretical ex-
pressions, the approx~te method appeared to b~ generally applicable.

.

4. The vertical-tail loads In rolli~ pull-out maneuyers corre-
sponded closely with those oal.culated%y the simplest methods when the
actual sideslip angles attained were applied.

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Moffett Fiel.d,Calif., August 1946.

.
.

. .
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APPENDIX A

EQUATIONS FOR NUMERICAL

The solution to the linearized lateral

AI?AIX31S

eqpe.tionsof motion (reference

+Cz-ptczg$fi’P “-

Qr, cy#p=~+’& 6 -*” + >.

0“”
.-=..-.._._-.-+-afc~ ‘- .,’

(r(- *“9) +“(2)+ ‘~“~~
“R --I-29%) =0 :’J’

(Al)

.
-.

was obtained by
that (referenoe.

.
r

operational methods using the Iaplacian operator, suoh
10, p. 2)

al

.
f(s) =J F(x) e-% dx

o
w

tn’(s)-7(0) = ‘~e-sxti
J’d-r“c!

The reduced equations, therefore, osn %e wrttten,

(A2) ‘“-

●



X3) +F++.$cy,) =0 (A3)

provided the initial rates of roll awl yaw and ths Initial angles of benk,
yaw, and sideslip are all zero. The solutlon to these equations in terms
of angles of sideslip is given, therefore, by

/j . L-l

(s -Ep) (-2.) (2$:22)

(->) (s-~)(.s#)
c c

CL

(- ) (1)z
(0)

where the symbol
by equation (A2).
by factoring the
preseion

.

(s-~)

(-”) (d (s -“gyp),.% -i

.

0

,

-.

.

,

—

,

L-l stands for the inverse of the operation indlcatod
The reduotion of this expression is-normally obtained

denainator of equation (A4) and making use of the nx-

‘-’ (*) =“n’ (A5)
,
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k the present case, homver, the denominator represents a quartic
for which there is no practical general factorization, so That eftlmr a
numerical solutio~ or ss~lffying assumptions are ~quired tc obtain
quantitative results in terms of the derivatives.

The design c&rlm preseri%edas figures 4 a.ml5
numeric~l solutions using valus of the derivatives

APEENIXIXB

DERIVATION OF APPROXIMATE EXPRESSION

I.

.

Neglecting the tangs *CL and c%/ic in finding the roots to the

quartic, an assumption which is best fo% hig-&eed unaccelera%d flight,
equation (A4) is written

—

(B -~)(-~)(-~y)
(o) (-)(+:)

‘(o) ‘ (1) (s – *yB) I

(?31)

This reduces to
.

[s - (Czp/is)](s-a-lb) (S -a+ ib)
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where

IWCA !33?No. 1S22

.

and where, by further

as ccmpared to

ne@30tlng

c@Y@) -(cn#c)]a/4

—.
~(Cnj#O ], b = &(cn@@c )

The part of equation (1%?)multiplying 2#(ACnw/sic)
‘[S - (CZp/is)] since :(C ZrCL/ia) rasy%e neglected a~

c2p/ia. This part can be rewritten

-# ::;* (
1——

s-a-ib

which, according to equation (A5), has

The part
rewritten

f

1 )-s=zini-

.

.

the inverse transform (refercmco10) ‘

s~~bx & (B3)

of equation (Bl) which multi~lles 2#(zY2zv/tas) can be

[[.l$

1-

(

c2P

)

a

(

%p C!W ~-a +~~
+~L-$L~

-~ L ) s-- (c@J ‘-

hib@=(Wp/%i)+ ibj ] “’~2i?J[a - (CZp/&) - ib>( ‘
i-

,s-8 - ib s-a+lb
1

.

which, according to equation (A7), hae the inverse tmnsfom
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.

b

.,

%lp CL&r

()

2a- %
i=

—— &L+—
ic 2ic a2 + b=

-1-

[ (CZp/ia) - a]’ + b’

Jax COS bx

. .

(CLcnr/2bi~) [a2–b2 – a(c%/ia)J /(a2 + b2) _ sin bx ~

e (B4)

[ CZp/~) - a]” + b’

,=1 ,

-- --

By aSS_ now that Cnp = (CL/16) and the adverse yaacment

coefficient of the ailercns &n is eqkl to (CL/16)(&z/C~), =d ~
}

chang~ the notatton and the variabIe in order to simplify the resuits,
the sum of equations (B3) end (B4) cen be written ./-~

~-,-
/

yp

~h ~ &~ ~ ~h”&& ~~ ‘II

Tb —

.
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L

lMcA’m No. 11.22.

IrpIvpL@&
~ + :~-

(’-w)q ‘B$x

+;% [1 -rir (2;2-:L,)] .
-. J@N&x COP b&

(Lp - az)2 + b12

..,.

Equation (B5)

where

(B5) “

may be written

.

4

.

As an indication of the m~itude resulting from this analysis, the
followlng approximate values were chosen:

.

●
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Nr =+.3.26 -OC050 Np

Yv = aa177 -0.012 Np

ic = 0.143

and eqmtion (B5) was plotted on figure 2 for various values of Np and
~. The curves show that for tie assumptionmentioned, equation (B5)

Inaybe writtenwith littleerroras

!%lax

(~2CL/C ZpCnpo)

AFPENDIX c

APIIROXR@Yi?IONFOR SINq IN THEORETICAL MAIZSIS

The assumption ma~e in solving equation (Al) that p is equal to
si~ is equivalent to replacing the sine curve with a straight lfne
having the-same slope as the initial slope of the sine curve, and become~
increasingly erroneous as q becohes greater. A better approximation
may be obtainedby finding the slope of a straight-line which has the .
same integrated effect as the sine curve. This relationship ~ho ex-
pressed mathematically hy

or

.

where k represtits
of maximum sideslip.

The angIe of

J“w’=fT:i@d’
o

‘1

J’(
Sinql

qI k–—
)

&T=O (cl)
P0

the desired straight line slope end TI is the time

bank will “certainlybe greater than zero in the re-
gion considered and may be replaced by some average value QJ so thak
eqyation(Cl)can be writtenas
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or

@Jvk-y)..=o
TI

(C2)

In order to-solve e?jyation(C2), an iteration process i.sused. That is,
equation (Al) is solved ti~ ~~ or~g~~ ~ubst~~titi ‘f T ’01” ‘fln~
to-determine the variation of 9 with T and the n~uo of T1 . lhxm

values are used in equation (C2) ead k is detmmd.nod. This value of
k is then mul.tiyliedInto the term *CN of equation (Al) and equation
(Al)is againsolved,this time for j3.This seconditeraM.onusUa13y
is sufficientlyaccurate for the evaluation of l%mx; but if a ctick
solution for Q and .1 shows that it is not sufficiently accurate,
the process may be repeated.

●
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TABLEII.- VALUI!!SASSUMED FOR AERODYNAMIC I?KRAME’IERS

IN DETERMINATION OF DIRECTIONA7JSTABILI!I?Y

&@3 OF TEST AIRPIANEH

Parameters

[ Airplane

(ikl,
tam3 )

Total vertical tail area,
s~, sift.. . . . . . . . ●

Rudder area (aft hhge line),
Si ft. . . . . . . . . . . .

Balance area, SQ ft. . . . . .
Height (cente~line stabi-

lizer to tip along hinge
line), ft. . . . . . . . . .

Height along hi~e line, ft. .
Effective aspect ratio of

vertical tail. . . . . . . .
2*, ft . . . . . . . . . . . .

*N@%.... . . . . . . .
Tr ””**”””” ● “”**
tir/@O1. . . . . . . . . . .
&n/a302.. . . . . . . . . .

91.0

33.6
9.36

I
----
8.43

1.56
28.70

.038

.655

.620

.Ooofw
1.0

J

%n steady sideslipe frum flight data.

23Cn/aP0 is oomputed from the expression

Airplane Air-plant?
2 2

Configu’ Wnfigu-
ration 1 rationP

26.38 23.72

8.65 8,30
1.97 1.96

6.51 5.20
---- ----

2.47 1.77
18.39 18.59
.049 .041
.585 .6x5

1.060 .420

‘m ‘::”73

aji’

Cq,L“*--- ‘4 :.’-.- . --

.
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Figure l.- Comparison of vertical-tail loads computed with
. measured values of j3with vertical-tail loads

. measured in rolling pull-out mueuvers in flight. Airplane 3.
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Figure 4a, b.- Design chart6 for maximum sideslip angles in rolling pull-out
maneuvers. (a) CISO = -0.0010.

Confi~ationa 1,2,3 in Table I.
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Fig. 5.

Figure 5.- Variation of the maximum ‘angleof sideslip with
(ACZ/CZp) (OZ/Cn o) for different values of CnPO

and CZ@O. !!Configurations 1 ,12 in Table 1.
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